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Counting Asymmetric Enriched Trees
GILBERT LABELLE
UQAM
A structure is said to be asymmetric if its automorphism group reduces to the identity . We
present new recursive and explicit formulas for the enumeration of asymmetric R-enriched
trees and R-enriched rooted trees where R is an arbitrary given species of structures. Depending
on the choice of R these tree-like structures include : ordinary, planar, topological, oriented,
1-2-3, cyclic, and permutation (rooted and unrooted) trees . The problem of counting asym-
metric R-enriched trees is transformed into a problem of symbolic computation . Our basic
tools are the asymmetry index series of a species and a generalization of the Otter-Robinson-
Leroux formula consisting in an isomorphism relating the species of enriched trees and enriched
rooted trees. We give examples and tables using computer algebra .
0. Introduction
A structure is said to be asymmetric (also called an identity structure) if its automorphism
group reduces to the identity . The tree t in Figure 1 is asymmetric since the only
permutation o of its underlying set of vertices {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, which leaves t invariant,
is the identity permutation
.
A solution to the problem of counting asymmetric trees can be found in Harary &
Prins (1959) (see also Harary & Palmer, 1973 ; Meir & Moon, 1983) . More general
asymmetric structures have been enumerated by applying Mobius inversion to appropriate
lattices (see Rota, 1964, 1969 ; Stockmeyer, 1971 ; White, 1975 ; Rota & Smith, 1977 ; Rota
& Sagan, 1980; Kerber, 1986) .
We introduced in Labelle (1992) (see also Yang, 1991) an alternate solution to this
kind of enumeration problem within the theory of combinatorial species of structures in
the sense of Joyal (1981) . Our approach is summarized in section 1 below where some
basic concepts and facts about species are first recalled . This method has the advantage
of directly transforming "combinatorial relations" between structures into corresponding
"analytical relations" between certain power series called asymmetry index series. The
problem of counting asymmetric structures is thus transformed into a problem of symbolic
computation .
In section 2, we state and prove a generalization of the Otter-Robinson-Leroux formula
(Otter, 1948; Robinson, 1970; Leroux, 1988 ; Leroux & Miloudi ; 1992) in the form of a
combinatorial equation connecting the species of enriched rooted trees
and the species of
enriched trees
in the sense of Labelle (1981) . We then obtain (using Lagrange-Good
inversion techniques) explicit expressions for the asymmetric index series of the species
of R-enriched rooted trees and R-enriched trees . We also give "quadratically convergent"
Newton-Raphson schemes for the computation of these series and the enumeration of
asymmetric R-enriched rooted trees .
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Figure l . An asymmetric tree
In section 3, we illustrate the general theory on various examples depending on the
choice of the "enriching species" R . These include : ordinary, planar, topological, oriented,
1-2-3, cyclic, and permutation (rooted) trees. We conclude with a few tables which were
made with the aid of the symbolic computation systems MAPLE (Char et al., 1991) and
DARWIN (Bergeron & Cartier, 1988a, b ; Bergeron & Pichet, 1986 ; Cartier, 1989) .
DARWIN is a specialized system for the manipulation of species and related series .
1. Basic Facts About Species and Asymmetry Index Series
Given any finite set U, let us denote by A[ U] the set of all rooted trees' having U as
underlying set of vertices . Clearly, every bijection /3 : U-+ U' between finite sets induces
another bijection which we denote by A[/3 ] :A[ U] -->A[ U] and call the transportation
of rooted trees along 6. Given any rooted tree a E A[ U], one obtains the transported
rooted tree a'= A[/3](a) E A[ U] by simply replacing each vertex u in a by the correspond-
ing vertex 6(u) . We say that 8 is an isomorphism from a to a' and that the rooted trees
a and a' have the same (isomorphism) type . An isomorphism from a rooted tree a to
itself is called an automorphism (or symmetry) of a . The set of all symmetries of a given
rooted tree is closed under composition and forms a group called its automorphism group .
When this group is trivial (i .e . reduces to the identity) we say that the rooted tree is
asymmetric.
Of course, transportation commutes with composition in the following way : given any
two successive bijections /3:U-+U', 6' :U'-U", we have A[ /(3' o /3 ] = A[ J3'] o A[(3] .
Moreover, for any finite set U, A[ 1 „] = 1
Al ul (where 1 v denotes, as usual, the identity
bijection of a set V into itself) . Taking, in particular, U = U'= U", we see that the
symmetric group S „ of all permutations of U acts, by transportation, on the set A[ U]
of rooted trees :
C~ u xA[U]- A[ U1, where (o-,a)Ho- .a=A[o'](a) . (1 .1)
For each integer n E NI, consider now the set n = 11, 2, . . . , n } and take U = n in (1 .1) .
This provides a countable family of actions of the symmetric groups S„
5"xA[n]-.A[n], n=0,1,2, . . . . (1 .2)
t In French: arborescences (i .e . trees with a distinguished vertex called the root) .
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With the above setting in mind, three basic sequences of integers
(an)nz0, (an)n~o, (an) n~0
can be associated to the totality of rooted trees . For every n >_ 0 let
a n = the number of rooted trees on n given vertices
=the number of elements of A[ n ], (1 .3)
a n = the number of types of rooted trees on n vertices
= the number of orbits of the action 5 n x A[ n ] -+ A[ n ], (1 .4)
a n = the number of types of asymmetric rooted trees on n vertices
= the number of n!-point orbits of the action 5 n x A[n] - A[n] . (1 .5)
These sequences of numbers can be "encoded" into the series
xn x2 x3 x4 x 5 x6 x'
A(x)= Y_ a n-=x+2-+9-+64-+625-+7776-+117649-+ • • , (1.6)
nao n! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7!
A(x)= y anxn =x+x2 +2x3 +4x4 +9x5 +20x6 +48x'+115x $+ (1 .7)
naO
A(x)= Y_ anxn =x+xz +x3 +2x4 +3x5 +6x6 +12x'+25x8 + • • . (1 .8)
naO
and the main counting problem about rooted trees is to give-if possible-a closed
formula for the coefficients of these generating series, or else to devise a recursive
computation scheme for them . Note that the first series (1 .6) is written as an exponential
generating function, whereas (1.7) and (1 .8) are set up as ordinary generating functions .
Technically speaking, we have just described the "species" A of all rooted trees together
with its main counting series A(x), A(x) and A(x) . For obvious reasons, a rooted tree
(on the underlying vertex set U) will also be called an A-structure (on U) . It is important
to realize that in order to define the series (1 .6)-(1 .8) we needed a description of the sets
A[ U] as well as a description of the transportations A[/3] : A[ U]+ A[ U] along bijections
/3 : U- U'. These transportations are used to define isomorphism types of A-structures,
their automorphism groups and the associated families of actions of the symmetric groups .
The general concept of a species (Joyal, 1981) is an abstraction of the above example :
Definition 1
A combinatorial species is a rulet F that associates a finite set F[ U] to any finite set
U and a bijection F[/3] : F[ U] -* F[ U] to any bijection /3 : U- Ubetween finite sets U
and U. An element s E F[ U] is called an F-structure on (the underlying set) U. The
bijection F[/3] is called the transportation of F-structures along /3 . The transportations
must satisfy
F[F[/3']oF[/3] and
F[lu]=1F1u1
(1 .9)
whenever the bijection f3'o/3 is defined . 0
A slightly more general concept is that of a weighted species F. In this case, each
F-structure s is given a weight
WF(S)
in a certain commutative ring OR and the transporta-
tions F[S] must preserve these weights . For example, the weight of a rooted tree a E A[ U]
t Technically speaking, F is a functor from the category of finite sets and bijections into itself.
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might be given by
w(a)
= t' (°) E .1 =R[t] where t is a formal variable and A(a) is the
number of leaves of the rooted tree a . For a general weighted species F and an arbitrary
finite set U, the weighted set F[ U] of all F-structures on U need no longer be finite but
is required to be "summable" in the ring R (i.e. the total weight of all the F-structures
on U must be a well-defined element of U).
Definition 2
Given a species F and two F-structures S E F[ U] and S' E F[ U'], an isomorphism /3
from s to s' is a bijection
6
: U-* U' such that F[/3](s)=s' (i .e . s is transported onto s'
along the bijection /3) . Two isomorphic F-structures are said to be of the same (isomorph-
ism) type. An automorphism of s is an isomorphism from s to s. The automorphisms of
any given F-structure s form a group called the automorphism group of s. When this
group is trivial, the structure s is said to be asymmetric. D
As in the case of rooted trees, it is easy to see that any species F induces, by
transportation, a countable family of actions of the symmetric groups Gi n
Gi n x F[n] -> F[n], n =0, 1, 2, . . . . (1 .10)
Definition 3
Given any species F, the formal power series
F(x) _ Y_ fn xn , F(x) = E fnx n, F(x) = E f
nxn, ( 1 .11)
na0 n! na0 na0
whose coefficients are defined by
ff =the number of F-structures on any n-element set
=the number of elements of F[n], (1 .12)
in =the number of types of F-structures on any n-element set
= the number of orbits of the action G5 n
x F[ n ] -> F[ n ], (1 .13)
fn =the number of types of asymmetric F-structures on any n-element set
=the number of n!-point orbits of the action Gi n x F[n]- F[n], (1 .14)
are respectively called the (exponential) generating series of F, the types generating series
of F, and the asymmetry types generating series of F. 0
In the case of a weighted species F, the words "number of" in (1 .12)-(1 .14) must be
replaced by the words "sum of the weights of the" . The weight of an orbit (or type) is,
by convention, the weight of any F-structure representing that orbit (or type) . The general
problem is to devise efficient methods for the computation of the series F(x), F(x), and
F(x), starting from a combinatorial description of the species F. In the present paper we
shall be mainly concerned with the computation of the last series, F(x), for various
species F of tree-like structures .
Of course, for some simple species all three series are easily computed . Consider, for
example, the species C of all cyclic permutations . In this case, C[ U] is the set of all
oriented cycles on U (with obvious transportations along bijections) . Since there is no
C-structure on the empty set 0 we have C[0] = 0 . On any given set U of cardinality
n >- 1 there are cn = (n -1)! oriented cycles and the number of types of C-structures is
given by c" = I (since any two n-cycles are isomorphic) . Moreover, the types of asymmetric
C-structures are counted by c 1 = 1 and c" = 0 for n > I (since, on n > 1 points, every
oriented cycle possesses a non-trivial "rotational" symmetry) . Summing over n we can
immediately write down the series
CW=
	
c"x"= Y (n-1)!x" = Y x" =log( 1~, (1 .15)
nao
n! Z, n! nal n I - X
C(X)
= cnx"= x"= , C(x)= Y_ c"x"=x. (1 .16)
n?0
n?1 I-x naO
Other elementary examples include the species S of all permutations (given by S[ U] = the
set of all bijective maps U -* U), the species L of all linear orders (given by L[ U] = the
set of all linear orderings of the finite set U), the species E of all sets (given by E[ U] = { U}
for any finite set U), the species E2 of all (unordered) pairs (given by E2[ U] = { U} if
UI = 2 and by E2[ U] = 0 otherwise), and the very "degenerate" species X of all singletons
(given by X [ U] = { U} if I U) = 1 and by X [ U] = 0 otherwise) . In each case the transporta-
tion morphisms are easily defined . The associated counting series have the following
explicit forms :
x
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The infinite "Euler product" in (1 .17) reflects the well known fact that it is equal to the
series Y_ p(n)x" where p(n) = the number of partitions of the integer n = the number of
permutation types on an n-element set = the number of conjugacy classes of permutations
in S n . Note that S(x) = L(x) (since the number of permutations of n points = the number
of linear orderings of n points = n!), while S(x) 54 L(x) and S(x) 0 L(x) . The notation
X for the species of singletons is motivated by the fact that X(x) = x (i .e . the generating
series of X is x) .
A very efficient way to describe many species is to build their structures (explicitly or
recursively) from "simpler" ones by making use of some "combinatorial operations" .
The corresponding series are then computed (if possible) from this combinatorial descrip-
tion. For example, Polya (1937) and Polya & Read (1987) computed the generating series
A(x) for rooted trees by first observing that any rooted tree can be canonically identified
with a singleton (the root) followed by a set of disjoint rooted trees (see Figure 2). From
S(x) S(x)=1+x, (1 .17)
1-x'
I
S(x)-
lo~
ll-x''
1 1
L(x) = L(x) = (1.18)
L(x)= I x ,
1-x' I -X ,
E(x)=ex, E(x)=1+x, (1 .19)E(x) =
I
1 x ,
E2(x) = ii , E2(x) = x2 , E2(x) = 0, (1 .20)
X(x)=x, X(x)=x, X(x)=x. (1.21)
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Figure 2 . Polya's canonical decomposition of a rooted tree .
this combinatorial fact they were able to deduce that the series A(x) satisfies the functional
equation
A(x) = x e A(x)
	
(or, equivalently, F(A(x)) = x, where F(x) = x ex) . (1.22)
Then, making use of the classical Lagrange inversion formula (see, for example P61ya &
Szego, 1972 : pp. 145-146, 348) he obtained the explicit expression
x"
A(x) = functional inverse of x e - x = Y- n"- ' - (1.23)
nal n~
Of course, the number n" - ' of rooted trees on n vertices was already known to Cayley
(in the 19th century) but PSlya's method described above can be considered historically
as one of the first illustrations of how a "combinatorial counting problem" can be solved
by transforming it into a "problem of symbolic computation" .
In the language of species, the canonical decomposition described in Figure 2 can be
summarized by the following combinatorial equation relating the species A with the
species X of singletons and the species E of sets :
A= X- E(A) . (1 .24)
This equation is in fact an isomorphism between species and its right member involves
the combinatorial operations of product and substitution of species . Here is a more or
less informal description of these concepts (precise definitions and discussions can be
found in Joyal, 1981 ; Labelle 1983)
• Given two species F and G, other species can be constructed : the sum F+ G, the
product F- G, the substitution F(G) (also denoted F" G), the derivative F' (also denoted
df/dX), and the pointing F' . The generic structures belonging to each of these species
are described as follows :
(1) s is an (F+G)-structure on U ifs is an F-structure on U or a G-structure on U,
(the "or" is an "exclusive or" in the sense that (F + G)[ U] = F[ U] + G[ U], disjoint
union of sets),
(2) s is an (F- G)-structure on U iff s = (f, g) where f is an F-structure on U 1 , g is a
G-structure on U2 , and Ul u U2 = U, U1 n U2 = 0,
(3) s is an F(G)-structure on U i„f s = (f, y) where y is a set of G-structures having
disjoint underlying sets whose union is U, andf is an F-structure on the set y (the
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assumption G[O]=O is made in order to have a finite number of F(G) -structures
on each U),
(4) s is an F'-structure on U if s is an F-structure on the augmented set U u I*),
where the * denotes a point outside U .
(5) s is an F-structure on U ifs = (f u) where f is an F-structure on U and u e U
(s is said to be an f-structure pointed at the element u E U) .
• An equipotence w from a species F to a species G is a family of bijections
Wu : F[ U] :;
G[ U], one for each finite set U. The species F and G are said to be equipotent and one
writes F-= G. This means that F and G have the same number of structures on each
finite set U ; in other words, F(x) = G(x) . However, the other series are not necessarily
equal (take for example, F = S and G = L) . In short :
F=- G => F(x) = G(x) (but F(x) * G(x), F(x)
i-E
G(x), in general) . (1 .25)
• An isomorphism w :F :; G (also called a bijective natural transformation) from a
species F to a species G is an equipotence from F to G that commutes with the
transportations . More precisely, for every bijection /3 : U - U' between finite sets, we must
have G[/3 ] o wu = wu -o F[ p ] . Note that taking U = Vin this definition, we immediately
obtain that the bijections Wu : F[ U] ::; G[ U] are in fact isomorphisms between the group
actions S u x F[ U] -* F[ U] and S u x G[ U]
- G[ U] . Hence, two isomorphic species
necessarily have the same three series . In other words :
F : ~ G = F(x) = G(x), F(x) = G(x), F(x) = G(x) . (1 .26)
Examples show that the converse implication is false (Labelle, 1991) (for example ., S and
L are equipotent but not isomorphic) . Because of (1.26), the notion of isomorphism is
seen to be the right concept of "equality" between species . For this reason, the notation
F :; G is often replaced by F = G and called a combinatorial equation . The following are
elementary examples of combinatorial equations (Joyal, 1981 ; Labelle, 1983) :
A = X • E(A), A = sd - =X • s4' (more generally, F' = X • F' for any species F),
(1.27)
where s-i denotes the species of trees . Further examples are given by
S = E(C), L'= L2 , End = S(A), Inv=Eo(X+E2 ) ( 1 .28)
where End and Inv respectively denote the species of endofunctions and the species of
involutions (given by End[ U] = { f I f : U - U} and Inv[ U] = {f f: U -* U, fof = 1 u
1) . Here
is a deeper combinatorial equation due to Otter (1948), Robinson (1970), Leroux (1988)
and Leroux & Miloudi (1992) . It relates the species .ri and A (of trees and rooted trees)
without using the pointing operation :
sal+ A 2 = A+ E2(A) . (1 .29)
One of the basic tools of the present paper is a generalization of (1 .29) that will be stated
and proved in section 2 below .
The passage from species to series satisfies the following properties :
• The transformation F-*F(x) commutes with combinatorial sums, products, substitu-
tions, and derivations :
(F+ G)(x) = F(x) + G(x), (F• G)(x) = F(x) . G(x),
(F°G)(x)=F(G(x)), F'(x) = dF(x)/dx. (1 .30)
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• The transformations FH F(x) and F'- F(x) commute with combinatorial sums and
products but do not commute, in general, with substitutions and derivations :
are direct consequences of (1 .27), (1 .29), and (1 .30) . However, it is easily verified that
the analogous relations are false for A(x),
fi(x),
A(x), and saf(x) . For example,
A(x)=x+x2+2x3+ . . . , while x e`'(")=x+x2+zx3+ . . . (1 .34)
This means that further tools are needed to compute series of the form (F° G)(x), P (x),
(F° G)(x), and F'(x) . These tools are called the cycle index series, ZF , and the asymmetry
index series, [F, of a species F. Before defining them (see Definition 4 below), let us state
first the properties that justify their importance Joyal, 1981 ; Labelle, 1992) :
• Each series is in an infinite number of variables
XI,
x 2 , x 3 , . . . ,
ZF = ZF(xl, X2, x3,
. . . ), rF =rF(Xl, X2, x3,
. . .) (1 .35)
and the main counting series F(x), F(x), and F(x) can be computed from ZF and
rF by making use of the following remarkable formulas (involving specializations of
variables) :
F(x) =ZF (x, 0, 0, . . . ) =rF(x, 0, 0 . . . . ), (1.36)
F(X) = ZF(X, X2, X 3 , . . . ), F(x) = rF(X, x2,
X3 . . . .
) . (1 .37)
• The transformations F- ZF and FHrF both commute with combinatorial sums,
products, substitutions, and derivations (Joyal, 1981 ; Labelle, 1992) :
ZF+G = ZF + ZG, ZF. G = ZF - ZG, ZF,G = ZF ° ZG,
FF+G
= rF + FG ,
rFG=rF , FG, rFG - rF ° rG,
ZF
_aZF
(1.38)
ax,
r
FarF
(1.39)
ax ,
1
where ZF °ZG (resp. F,-FG ) denotes the plethystic substitution of the series ZF and ZG
(resp . rF and FG) . The definition of this special kind of substitution is recalled in the
next section (see (2.9), (2.10)) .
(F+G)(x) = F(x)+ G(x), (F • G)(x) = F(x) • G(x),
(1.31)
(F° G)(x) 0 F(G(x)), T(x) 0 dF(x)/dx,
(F+ G) (x) = P(x) + G(x), (F • G)(x) = F(x) . G(x),
(1 .32)
(F° G)(x) 0 F(G(x)),
For example, the analytical relations
A(x)=xe A( ' ) , A(x)=xsi'(x),
F'(x) 0 dF(x)/dx.
si(x)=A(x)-z(A(x))2 (1 .33)
• The following explicit formulas are direct consequences of (1 .37)-(1 .39) :
6(X 3) , . . . P(X )
(F G)(X) = ZF(G(X), ), =
az,
(x, x 2 , x3 , . . . ), (1 .40)
&(X3 ) .
. . .
(F° G)(x) = FF(G(X),
), F'(x) =
az,
(x, x 2 , x 3 , . . . ) . (1 .41)
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In order to define ZF and I'F we first need to associate to the species F an auxiliary
weighted species denoted by F, : Consider an infinite sequence t = (t,, t2 , t3 , . . . ) of distinct
formal "weights" and, given a finite set U, define an F,-structure on U as being a couple
s = (f, v) where f is an F-structure on U and v : U-* {1, 2, 3, . . . } is a function that assigns
an arbitrary positive integer to each element of U. Define the t-weight of the structure s
by
w(s) _
fl
t„
(
„
)
. (1 .42)
u€U
Given a bijection )3 :
U -+ U', define the transportation F,[/3] : Ft [ U] - F,[ U] by
F,[/3](s)=(F[/3](f), vo/3 1 ) . (1.43)
In other words, the F-structures are transported along /3 and the t-weights are preserved .
Of course, the two series F,(x) and Ft (x) can be associated to the weighted species
F,
and each series is easily seen to be a symmetric function of the ti 's .
Definition 4
(Joint definition of the series ZF and I - F) . Let F be any species and t = (t1, t
2 ., t 3 , . . . )
be a countable sequence of formal variables related to the variables x,, x2, X3, . . . by the
equations
It turns out (Joyal, 1981 ; Decoste, 1990) that the cycle index series Z
F is the sum, over
n, of the classical Polya's (Po1ya, 1937 ; Polya & Read, 1987) cycle index
polynomials of
the family of actions C.,, x F[n]-> F[ n], of the symmetric groups Ci n , n ? 0 .
There exists
an extensive literature on their subject (see for example Harary & Palmer, 1973 ; Joyal,
1981 ; Kerber, 1986; Labelle, 1986; Leroux, 1988 ; Robinson, 1970) . On the other hand,
the concept of asymmetry index series of a species is very recent Labelle (1992) (see also
Kerber, 1986 ; Rota, 1964, 1969 ; Stockmeyer, 1971 ; White, 1975 ; Rota& Sagan, 1980
; Rota
& Smith, 1977 ; Yang, 1991 in the context of group action) . Examples show Labelle (1992)
that I'F
contains informations independent of Z F (and vice versa) . Using the theory of
symmetric functions (Macdonald, 1979) and collecting monomials in x 1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , both
series can be written in the "standard form"
	 XP X2
2
o
x, x2 2 . . . xn"
(1 .47)
f(X,,x2i . .
.)=n~0o -n fO
1 °1Q1!2 °2Q2! . . . n°"Qn'
where the coefficients
f°
satisfy
f° E 101, if f = ZF , while f°
E Z, if f = I'F . ( 1 .48)
The notation ol-n means that o, = (a,, a2,. . ., an ) runs through the partitions of n, and
a, is the number of parts of size i in o,. We will often write
f° = coeff°f, aut(o,)=1 " 0-,!2°2a.2! . . .n°"Qn! (1 .49)
Xk = tj + t2 + tg + . , (k" power sum), k =1, 2, 3, . . . . (1 .44)
The cycle index series ZF and the asymmetry index
series I-F are defined by
ZF(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . ) = the expression of the symmetric function F,(x)I x :=,
oft,, t2 , t3 , . . . in terms of the variables x 1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , (1 .45)
rF(x,, x2, X3, . . .
) =the expression of the symmetric function F,(x)1x :=,
of t,, t2 , t3 , . . . in terms of the variables x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . . D (1.46)
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Using these notations, it is easy to see that the formulas in (1 .37), for the series F(x)
and F(x), are equivalent to the infinite families of equalities
~' coeffa ZF coeff,, FF
Pte „ aut(cr) QIn aut(a)
n (1 .50)
The series ZF and FF have been computed for many elementary species (Joyal, 1981 ;
Labelle, 1992) and the general idea is to use the commutation rules (1 .38)-(1 .39) to
compute them for more complex species . Here is a short table giving these series for the
species X (of singletons), E2 (of pairs), E (of sets), L (of linear orders), C (of cyclic
permutations), and S (of permutations) :
ZX =x1i rX =x1 , ( 1 .51)
ZE2 = 2(x1 +x2)' FE, = 2(x1 -x2), (1
.52)
ZE =exp( I x„) , FE
=expl (1 .53)
n?1
n n?l nn
Z_ r
1 1
(1.54)i
1-x1'
L
1-x
1
'
Z
c = 1
0(n)
log(	 1I, Fc=
I
µ(n)
log 1 1 ', (1 .55)
n?1
n 1-x„
n-1
n 1 - X,,
1
ZS= 11 ,
k11 l
- Xk
FS
1- x2
s
1-x1 '
(1 .56)
where 4(n) and µ(n) respectively denote the classical Euler and Mobius functions of n .
From now on we will only count asymmetric structures. More specifically, the goal of
the following sections is to apply the general commutation rules to the computation of
the series F F (x l , x 2 , . . . ) and F(x) for various species F of tree-like structures called
enriched trees and enriched rooted trees.
Before we proceed, let us illustrate our method by applying it to a simple example .
Consider the combinatorial equation A = X • E (A) which characterizes the species A of
rooted trees . Taking the "bar" on both sides of this equation, we get in a purely mechanical
way, using (1 .32), (1 .41) and (1 .53), the following classical result of Harary & Prins (1959),
A(x) = X • E(A)(x) = X • E(A)(x) = xFE (A(x),
A(x2 ), A(x3 ), . . . )
= x exp[A(x) -2A(x2 ) +'-22 A(x 3 ) -'-A(x') + . . ], ( 1 .57)
from which the series A(x) can be recursively computed with arbitrary precision .
For more complete information about combinatorial species in general, one should
read Joyal (1981) which describes the foundations of the theory along with many examples .
One may also consult Labelle (1983) for a more elementary treatment . Other basic texts
on the subject are given at the end of the present paper .
2 . General Explicit and Recursive Formulas
Given an arbitrary species R, the species AR of R-enriched rooted trees (in French :
arborescences R-enrichies) was introduced in Labelle (1981) in order to obtain a new
combinatorial proof of the classical Lagrange inversion formulas . The species A R
Figure 3. Recursive definition of A R .
recursively characterized by the following combinatorial equation (i .e. natural isomorph-
ism between species) :
AR = XR(AR ) .
	
(2.1)
Figure 3 gives a geometrical representation of this recursive definition : the dot represents
an arbitrary singleton (i .e . an X-structure) and the dotted arc represents an arbitrary
R-structure put on the "immediate descendents" of this singleton . Unfolding the recursion,
Figure 4 shows that an AR-structure is a rooted tree (connected acyclic simple graph with
a distinguished point, called the root) in which the set of "children" of each node is
equipped with an R-structure . Note that the empty set of children of each leaf must also
be equipped with an R-structure . This explains the "floating arcs" in Figure 4 .
Depending on the choice of the "enriching species" R, this definition includes : ordinary
rooted trees (R = E), cyclic rooted trees (R = 1 + C), binary rooted trees (R =1 + E 2 ), plane
rooted trees (R = L), oriented rooted trees (R = E 2 ), permutation rooted trees (R = S) .
A variant to the notion of R-enriched rooted tree is that of R-enriched tree (in French :
arbre R-enrichi) . Figure 5 describes such a structure : it is a tree (connected acyclic simple
graph) in which the set of "immediate neighbours" of each node is equipped with an
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Figure 4. R-enriched rooted tree (AR-structure) .
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Figure 5. R-enriched tree .
R-structure. The dotted circle around each node represents such an R-structure. The
collection of all R-enriched trees forms a species which we denote by 4R. Again,
depending on the choice of the "enriching species" R, this definition includes : ordinary
trees (R = E), plane trees (R = 1 + C), non-empty unordered chains (R = 1 + X + E2 ),
topological trees (R = E - E2 , i .e. no node of degree 2). When R = E we simply write sal
(resp. A) for the species SG (resp. AE ) of ordinary trees (resp . rooted trees) .
Our main goal now is to devise efficient computing schemes for the series
r, (x,, x2 , . . . ), F .,R (x i , x2, . . . ),AR(x) and SWR(x) . We first need two basic lemmas
connecting enriched trees and enriched rooted trees .
Lemma 1 (Labelle 1981)
The species sdR=X(d/dX)SIJR of pointed R-enriched trees satisfies
siR = XR(AR'), (2.2)
where R'= dR/dX and AR' = XR'(A R') is the species of R'-enriched rooted trees .
Proof
Recall that an R'-structure on a given set U is, by definition, an R-structure on an
augmented set U u { * } . Hence, looking at Figure 6, we see that a pointed s4 R-structure
is naturally the same as a "root" to which is attached an R-assembly of A R.-structures
(in this figure, the dotted circles denote R-structures and the dotted arcs denote
R'-structures) . 0
Note that when R = E, then R'= E'= E and formula (2 .2) degenerates to the well-known
fact that pointed trees coincide with rooted trees. Thus, we have
sW = A but, in general, sCR 0 AR . (2 .3)
Our next lemma is an adaptation to the enriched situation of the fundamental Otter-
Robinson-Leroux (Otter, 1948 ; Robinson, 1970 ; Leroux, 1988; Leroux & Miloudi, 1992)
formula
sIt+A2 =A+E2(A) . (2 .4)
••
•
•
•
•
H
or
Figure
7. A typical (s4R + si'j') -structure s.
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•
•
• •
•
•
•
Figure 6. A pointed s4R-structure is equivalent to a XR(A R ) - structure .
Lemma 2
The species .clR of R-enriched trees and the species AR ' of R'-enriched rooted trees
are related by the combinatorial equation
sIR + AR-= XR(AR') + E2(AR') . (2 .4)
Proof
The proof is essentially the one given by Leroux (1988) . However, a careful analysis
of the behaviour of the various (R- and R'-structures involved must be made . Note that
because of Lemma 1, it is equivalent to prove that
sIR +AR,= siR+E2(AR') . (2 .6)
For this purpose, denote by .s the auxiliary species of R-enriched trees with a pointed
edge and consider the species (sC R +si R') . Figure 7 describes a typical (s4R+
s1R)-structure s: it is an R-enriched tree with a pointed node or a pointed edge .
To establish (2.6) we describe two bijective natural transformations
17t :( . +sif
;
£R+E2(AR') (2
.7)
•
•
•
•
22 4
and
R-enriched
tree
case 1
G. Labelle
or
Figure 8 . The structure s transformed by ri, .
712 : ( 14R+dR' )
. dR+AR'-
or
case 2a
Figure 9. The structure s transformed by 77 2
2
case 2b
(2.8)
The transformation il, is defined on the typical structure s by considering two exclusive
cases :
Case 1 . If s has a pointed node, then q,(s) = s.
Case 2 . If s has a pointed edge, then r1,(s) is the structure obtained from s by erasing
its pointed edge (not its extremities) and replacing each R-structure (dotted circle) by
an R'-structure (dotted arc) as shown in Figure 8 .
In the second case above, n,(s) is an E2(AR')-structure since it is a set of two
AR , -structures. The transformation 71, is clearly bijective and natural .
The definition of
772
takes into account the center Harary (1969) of the tree s (recall
that the center of a tree is always reduced to a node or a set of two adjacent nodes) . This
time, three mutually exclusive cases have to be considered :
Case 1 . If the pointing coincides with the center of s, then i2(s) is the structure
obtained from s by "unpointing" it .
Case 2a. If s has a pointed node which is distinct from the center, then let e be the
first edge of the unique path, in s, joining the pointed node to the center . The structure
p2(s) is obtained by changing that edge e into an arrow going towards the center and
replacing each R-structure (dotted circle) by a R'-structure (dotted arc) as shown in
Figure 9 .
Case 2b . Ifs has a pointed edge which is distinct from the center, then 77 z(s) is obtained
by changing that pointed edge into an arrow going in the direction opposite to the center
and replacing each R-structure (dotted circle) by an R'-structure (dotted arc) as shown
in Figure 9 .
In the first case, %(s) is an R-enriched tree (i .e., an .si,,-structure) . Moreover, nothing
essential was lost in the passage from s to 77 z(s) since any tree has a canonical center
(be it pointed or not) . In cases 2a and 2b, p7z(s) is an AR,-structure since it is an ordered
pair of A
R
-structures . Note that in Figure 9, the center was taken to be an edge, but the
situation is similar if the center is a node . The verification that % is indeed natural and
bijective is left to the reader . 0
Before stating our next result, it is useful to recall here the concept of plethystic
substitution f o g of two formal index series f = f(x, , x 2 , . . . ) and g = g(x,, x,, .
. . )
. Assum-
ing that
g(0,
0, . . . )=0, the series fog (also denoted f(g)) is defined by
fo
g =
(fo g)(X1, X2, X3 . . . . ) = f(g1, 92, 93,
. .)
	
(2.9)
where, by convention,
gk - g(Xk, X2k, X3k, . . . ),
for every k ? 1 . (2.10)
Theorem 1
Let R be any combinatorial species and let
FR
be its asymmetry index series . Then the
series FAR and AR(x) are recursively characterized by the equations
FAR =XIFR(FAR ) ( 2 .11)
and
AR (X) -xFR(AR(X),
AR(X2)
, AR(X
3), . . . ) . (2.12)
Moreover, the series r 9R and . R (x) are given by the formulas
F1R = X,rR(rAR ,
) - 2(FA R
,
)2-2(FA R ,)2 (2.13)
and
-4R(X)
=
xFR(AR'(X),
AR'(X 2 ), . .
. ) 2AR?(X) 2AR'(X2),
where
AR' =
XR'(AR') is the species of R'-enriched trees .
Proof
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(2.14)
The proof involves straightforward computations . To establish (2 .11), simply apply the
operator r to both sides of (2.1) and use (1 .39) . Equation (2 .12) is a consequence of
(2.11) and (1 .37) as the following computations show :
AR (X) = FA
R
(X, X 2
, X 3 , .
. . ) -
[XIFR(' A R )J(X,
X2,
X 3 ' . .
. )
= XFR((FAR )1(X,
X2,
X1'
.
. .
), (FA
R
)2(X, X
2 , X3 , . . . ), . . . )
2 3 246
= XFR(FAR(XIX,X, . . .),FAR(X,X,X, . . .), . . .)
=xrR(AR(x), AR
(X2), . .
. ) . (2.15)
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Formula (2.13) follows from Lemma 2 by applying F to both sides of (2 .5) and making
use of the fact that FF =2(x;-x2) . Finally, (2.14) is deduced from (2.13) via the substi-
tution
(XI, X2ex3,
. . .) .-(x,X2,X3, . . ) .
The importance of Theorem I arises from the fact that it provides a general computing
scheme from which all four series FAR (x1,
X2 . . . .
), r,,R(x,,
X2 . . . .
),AR (x), and QR (x)
can be computed from the single series rR for any given enriching species R. The reason
for this claim is that
FR'
=
arR
(2.16)
ax,
so that the series rAR , and AR'(x) that appear in (2 .13) and (2.14) can be recursively
computed from the equations
rA R , = x,rR,(rAR .)
=
x,
arR
ax
(rA
R .) (2.17)
1
and
AR'(x) = XrR'(AR'(X), Tl '(X 2 ), AR'(x 3 ), . . . )
X arR
ax,
(AR'x), AR '(x 2 ), AR'(X 3 ), . . . ) .
Theorem 1 will be illustrated on various examples in section 3 . The following two
theorems give explicit (non-recursive) expressions for the general coefficients of the series
FAR and r4R . These expressions are well adapted to symbolic computation and can lead
to quite compact formulas depending on the choice of the enriching species R (see for
example : (3.17)-(3 .1 .10), (3 .1 .14), (3 .6.11)-(3 .6.12), (3 .7 .2)-(3 .7 .4)) .
Theorem 2
Let AR = X . R(AR) be the species of R-enriched rooted trees . Then, for every partition
a = (O,,
0'2,
. . .) and every species F,
~
coeffQ rAR =coeff,xl 11 1 1
x 1 ar
rRR
/axi l
k(FR)k k , (2.19)
x1arR/aX1
/ 0
coefffa rF(A R)=coeffQ FF
Hl
1
FR
k(FR)k k . (2.20)
kz~ )
Proof
Since (2.19) is a particular case of (2 .20), it is sufficient to prove (2 .20). The proof
follows the same lines as the one given in Labelle (1986) for cycle index series : to simplify
the notations, write r = FR , f= rF and a = ]FAR' We have to compute f(a) = fl a,, a2 , . . . )
given that a=x 1 r(a) . Using convention (2 .10), this last equation is equivalent to the
infinite system
ak=xkrk(al,a2 i . . .), k?1 . (2.21)
(2.18)
Now, for finite systems a k = xk rk (a l , . . . , am ), 1!!s: k!5 m, the classical Lagrange-Good
multidimensional inversion formula (Gessel, 1987; Good, 1960) can be written in. the form
[x',,xm ]f(al,
. . .,am)=[x', . . .x,,
; ]f(xl,, .,,xm) )
m
X (let 5 ;,; - x ;
ar;/ax~
' fi rkk,
	
(2.22)
r;
k=1
where [x; 1 . . . x°;]h denotes the coefficient of x; , . , . xm in h . The result follows by
letting m -.> oo and noting that the determinant then involves an upper triangular infinite
matrix . O
Theorem 3
Let s1R be the species of R-enriched trees . Then, for every a=(a,, 02 , . . . ) .,
(''a,-I,Q2,Q3,
.
.3
if a, 0 0, (2.23)
coeffc F
R =
-2 -1+o2+a4+Q6+ . . .
ba2,o<,~6,
.. .
if 0 = a, = 0" = os =
. .
.,
(2.24)
0 otherwise . 2 .25)
where
x la2rR/ax,1
Wo =coeff
7
rR
r[ 1 - (
arR/axl)k k ~
( 2.26)
kat
arR/axl k
and
b,=coeff,x l I]
I1-xla2rR/ax,l
(arR/axl)kk .
(2.27)
kzl \ arR/axl
)
k
By Theorem 1 we have
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Proof
r. R = x1rR(AR , ) - 2r AR . -
2(rAR
,
)r
The right member of this equation suggests applying Theorem 2 three times (with R
replaced by R' and taking, in turn, F = R, F = X2, F = X) . However, this approach would
give more complicated expressions for coeffo f,,R than the ones stated above . We use
instead the following special reasoning . Split in two the sum defining F j. depending on
whether a, > 0 or a 1 = 0 :
x1 x22 . .,
a
Y 1 .x2= , . .
R
~ o,>o
Q
aut(a) + Q,=o a° aut(a)
Then, using Lemma 1, write
ar"
_ x;'x22 . . .
r,~
R=x1 ax
a
1 >
o ala,
aut(a) +
0=
x1rR(AR) .
I
By Theorem 1 (with R and F replaced by R' and R), we get that for a, > 0,
a, a, = a,
coeffQ,-I,a2,v3, . . . rR(AR-) -
(T I
Wo, -1,a2,o3-.
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
2 2 8
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where wv is given by (2.26) . Dividing by o, in (2.31) gives (2.23). Next, to deal with the
case when o,, = 0, note that
o-,=0
==> ao = -2 coeff,(rAR ,) 2 . ( 2.32)
This is due to the fact that only the last term in the right member of (2 .28) does not
contain x, (since rR •( I'AR,)) . An application of Theorem 2 gives
x,lx2 Z .
FAR,=
ba	
(2
.33)
O
aut(Q)
where bo is given by (2.27) . A few computations finally give
1 F
-~` 2
1+aZ+o„+'b+-
''b X2ZX4°X66 . . .
-
2(
AR')2 -
[r
~bQ4 .a6 . . ..
a o O
2 za'2 !4 ^0 .4 !6 bo'6 ! . . .
From which we conclude that (2 .24) and (2 .25) are valid. D
Note that if o, F- n then the infinite products (2.19), (2.20), (2.26), (2.27) can be replaced
by finite n-fold products (in which 1 < k !s n) since when k > n, the general term in these
infinite products cannot contain a variable x; such that i :5 k This shows that Theorems
2 and 3 are well adapted to symbolic computation (see examples and tables in section 3) .
Corollary 1
For each n ? 0, the number an = an, R ( resp . an = a n,R ) of types of asymmetric R- enriched
rooted trees (resp . R-enriched trees) is given by the formula
_ av
an -
n
aut(a )
resp .
av
a n = , (2.35)
H n
aut(Q)
where av = coeff, I' AR (resp. a, = coeff, I',,,,,) is given by (2 .19) (resp . (2 .23)-(2.25)) .
Proof
Simply use the general formula (1 .50) for In . D
A more global picture of the situation is given by the next corollary .
Corollary 2
Let t be a formal variable distinct from the x;'s . Then, for any species R
following formulas hold :
AR (t)=C .T.x,
fl
(1 -
xl(akR/aXl)/rR\
k?1
1 - t r,/x, /
/
k
~~,, 1 -
x,(arR/axl)/rR\
k
F(AR)(t)=C.T.rF
1-tk
k1 rR/x1
'
4R (t)=C .T. (trR - 2XI -2X2)
H1
(1
-
Xl(1 2r1 /ail)/(arR/aXl)1
( R/ 1) k
(2.34)
where C.T. h(t ; x,, x 2i . . . ) denotes the constant term in the series h considered as a
Laurent series in the variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . .
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Proof
It suffices to establish (2 .37) and (2.38) . Note that from Theorem 2,
coeffohF(AR)
_ C.T ( 1 -
x 1arR/ax il
- . r F jj (rR/xl)k" . (2.39)
aut(o-) kz1 rR k
Hence (2.37) follows by summation using the fact (see (1.50)) that
F(AR)(t)= E
.
coeffoFF(AR)
t n. (2.40)
naO vin aut(o-)
Formula (2.38) is a consequence of (2 .37) since (2.6) implies that
SiR(t) = tR(AR')(t)+E2(AR')(t) - AR 2(t) . O (2.41)
We close the present section with a few words about iterative methods for the computa-
tion of successive approximations of the series F AR (x l , x2 , . . .) and AR(x) . Species can
be approximated by their partial sums. By definition, the kth partial sum of a species F is
Fmk =Fo +F1 +' . '+Fk (2.42)
where, for each i, F; denotes the restriction of the species F to all (underlying) sets of
cardinality i. We say that F
--k is a
kth order approximation of F. For the associated series
FF and F(x), the corresponding concepts are readily defined through the formulas
For greater clarity, we freely make use of the vertical bar notation "I" . For example, we
wrote F F I,5k instead of (rF) s k to avoid possible confusion with (2 .10), and shall write
ARIsk instead of the highly bizarre ARsk
•
Our immediate goal is to increase the order of approximation of a partial sum FARISk
of the series FAR . It is easy to see (from the recursive definition (2 .1) of the species A R )
that the next partial sum rARI,5k+1 can be computed as follows : Let
w
FARI~k, then rARIsk+1=xIrR((0)I~k+1 .
(2.45)
Hence, starting with w = 0 = FA R k0 and iterating (2 .45) one can compute the approxima-
tions
0= FA
RISO, rARI_I9 ]FAR I :52,FARI-3,
. . .,rARILne . . . (2.46)
which converge linearly to FAR since the orders of approximation increase linearly . It is
even possible to achieve quadratic convergence to FAR by replacing the iteration step
(2.45) by the following one (which does better than doubling the order of approximation) :
Let
w=FAR I s k, then FARls2k+2 _-(
0 +
xl1-rRx1(rw)R)	
'(w)
	 w
(2.47)
s2k+2
Again, starting with w = 0 =F AR Iso and iterating this time (2 .47) one can compute the
new sequence of approximations
0= ]FAR IsO, rARI52, rARIs6, rARIs14,
. . . , rARIs2"+'-2,
. . . (2 .48)
FFJ~k=FFk =rFo +FFA +
. .
•+ rFk , (2.43)
F(x)I<k=Fk(x)=F0(x)+F1(x)+ . . .+Fk(x) . (2.44)
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which is now quadratically convergent to the series hAR . The proof of (2.47) is based on
the combinatorial approach to Newton-Raphson iteration developed by Decoste, Labelle
and Leroux (1982) . They have shown that the following is combinatorially true :
SZ=AR
I
<k =~>
ARI
.2k+2-f1+(XR(SZ)-Il)
•L
(XR'(fl))I
.2k+2,
(2.49)
where L = L(X) = 1/ (1- X) is the species of linear orders. The iteration step (2 .47) then
follows by applying the operator r to (2.49) and then making use of the formula
FL= 1/(1 -X 1 ) .
Consider now the power series
AR(x) = I anx", (2.50)
n=0
where a" = an,R = the number of types of asymmetric R-enriched rooted trees on n points .
Linearly and quadratically convergent sequences of approximations to the series AR (x)
can be computed by making the substitution (x 1 , x2 , x3 , . . . ) := ( x, x 2 , x 3 , . . .) in (2.45)
and (2.47) : Let fl(x)=AR(x)I~k, then
AR(x)I-k+l
=
xFR(fl(x),
SZ(X2 ), . . .
)Isk+l, (2
.51)
and
CI(X)+X
f(X2 ), . . . )
- H(x)
AR(X)1-52k+2
1-xFR'(H(x),H(x2),
. . .)
P2k+2
. (2.52)
The following computational scheme efficiently implements (2.52) . It takes, as input,
the list of the first k + 1 coefficients a0 = 0, a
l
, . . . , a
k
and gives, as output, the list of the
next k+2 coefficients
ak+l, • • •, a2k+2 :
Let 1I(x)=a1x+a
2
x
2
+ • . .
+akxk and define the
numbers
Pk+l, Pk+2, • • • , P2k+2 by
Finally, compute
ak+1, ak+2, • • • , alk+2
through the loop
for i=k+1 to 2k+2
do :
a,=pl+g1ar-1
+ g2a1-2+
. . .
+qi-k-lak+1 •
Here is an explanation of the above steps . The polynomial (2 .53) is the numerator of
(2.52) . It does not contain terms of degree i with i :5 k, since the species fl =
AR
1,, is a
subspecies of XR(l) . Moreover, only terms of degree :5 k+1 are needed in (2.54) . This
is due to the fact that any term of degree j - k+2 in XFR.(SZ(X), SZ(x 2 ), . . . ), can only
generate terms of degree ?(k+1)+(k+2)>2k+2 in (2.52). Finally, subtracting C1(x)
from both sides of (2.52) gives
ak+1Xk+1
+ ak+2Xk+2+
• .
.
+ a2k+2X
2k+2
_Pk+1Xk+1+,
.
.+p2k+2X
2k+2
1 -
(q1x+ • • •+
qk+lX
k+1
)
L2k+2
(Pk+]Xk+1
2k+2) \ +	 qlx+ • ••+
qk+lxk+1
~I
=
+
+P2k+2x
1
1-(qlx+ • • •+
qk+1x
k+1
) 2k+2
(2.55)
Pk+1X
k+1
.+ . . .
+P2k+2X
2k+2_
xFR(i(x),f(x
2), . .
.) -
fl(X)I-2k+2
. (2.53)
Then define the numbers q1 ,
q2, • . • , qk+l by
qlx+
.
.
.+qk+lxk+l=xFR'(H(x),
SZ(X2 ), . . .
)Isk+1
. (2.54)
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=(Pk+1Xk+1+,
.
.+P2k+2X
2k+2)
+(qlx+ • '
*+(]
k+1Xk+1)(ak+1Xk+1+,
.
.+a2k+2X
2k+2)1
-s2k+2
which explains the loop (2.55) .
3 . Examples and Tables
Every formula developed above can be implemented on symbolic computation systems
such as MAPLE (Char et al.
1991), MATHEMATICA (Wolfram 1988), MACSYMA
(Mathlab Group, 1983), or DARWIN (Bergeron & Cartier, 1988a, b; Bergeron & Pichet,
1986 ; Cartier 1989) . For instance, we used MAPLE and DARWIN to compute, for an
arbitrary species R, the partial sums r,,,,
116
and I'AR
116
(Table 1) given a "generic" formal
index series
IFR
of the form
x1'x2 2 .
TR =~ ro
aut(Q)
'
where r,. are indeterminates . For greater readability of these tables, we wrote ro instead
of rw~,o2, . ..) and we dropped unnecessary trailing zeros in o = (Ql, 0 2i . . . ) . For example,
r(3,0,1,0,0,0)
is written as r301 . The enumeration of generic asymmetric R-enriched trees
and generic asymmetric R-enriched rooted trees on n!56 points are given by Table 2 .
Table 1 . Asymmetry index series of R-enriched trees and R-enriched rooted trees (n ~ 6)
(3.1)
o
coeffv r,,,, (x, x2 , . . . ) coeff,, l'AR (x,,
x2,
.
. . )
() 0 0,
(1) rO rO
(2) x1 2 2rOrl
(01) -rl 0
(3) 3r1 2 r2 3r02r2+6r0r1 2
(11) rirOl rOrO1
(001) 0 0
(4) 4r1 3 r3 + 12r1 2 r2 2 4r03 r3+36r02r1 r2+24rOr1 3
(21)
2r1
2
r11 2r0
2
r11 + 2rOr1rO1
(101) rlrOO1 rOr001
(02)
-4r1r2 0
(0001)
0 0
(5) 5r1
4
r4 + 60r1 3 r2r3 + 60r1 2 r2 3 5r04
r4+80r0
3 rIr3+60r03 r22+360r0 2 r1 2r2+120r0r1
4
(31) 3r1 3 r21 + 6r1 2 r2r11 3r03 r21 + 12r02 r1r11 + 6r0 2r2r01+ 6rOrlrO1
(201) 2r1 2 r101 2r02 r101 + 2rOr1rOOl
(12) r1 2 r02 + 4rlr2rOl r0 2 r02+ 4rOr1 rO1
(1001) r1r0001 rOr0001
(011) 0 0
(00001) 0 0
(6) 6r1 5r5+120r1
4
r2r4+90r1 4 r3 2 6r0
5
r5 + 150r04 r1r4 + 300rO 4 r2r3 + 1200x03 r1 2 r3
+ 720r
13
r22 r3 + 360r
12
r2
4
+ 1800rO3 r1r2 2 + 3600rO2 rl 3 r2 + 720rOr1 5
(41)
4r1
4
r31+ 24r1 3 r2r21 4r0
4
r31+36r03 rlr21+36r03r2r11+12r03r01r :3
+ 12r1 3 r3r11 + 24r1 2 r22 r11 + 72r02 r1 2 r11 + 72r02 rlr2r01 + 24rOr1 3 r01
(301) 3r1 3 r201+ 6r1 2
r2r101 3r0
3
r201 + 12rO2 rlr101 + 6r02 r2r001 + 6r0r1 2 r001
(22) 2r1 3
r12 + 8r1
2
r2r11 + 2r1 2 r11 2 2r03r12+8rO
2
rlr11+2r0 2r1r02+4rO2rO1r11+8rOr1 2 rOl
(2001) 2r1 2 r1001
2r02 r1001 + 2rOr1r0001
(111) r1 2 rO11
r0
2
rO11
(10001) r1r00001 rOr00001
(03) - 12r1 2 r3 - 24r1r2 2 0
(0101) - 2r1r11
0
(002) 0
0
(000001) 0
0
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Table 2. Number of asymmetric R-enriched trees and R-enriched rooted trees on n 6
points
+ 180rOr1 r0001 + 144r0r00001 .
Note the presence of minus signs in Tables 1 and 2 . Note also that each first entry (except
for n = 1) in Table 2 reduces to zero when R = E since si
E
then coincides with the species
si of ordinary trees and
rQ=(-1)"-
a2-
. . .
(3 .2)
in this case, because of (1 .53) . This phenomenon reflects the well-known fact (Harary &
Palmer, 1973 ; Harary & Prins, 1959) that there are no asymmetric trees on n <_ 6 points
except for n = 1 . However, in the general case, asymmetric R-enriched trees do exist for
each n with 1 :5 n :5 6. Table 3 gives the coefficients of the asymmetry index series for
ordinary trees and rooted trees on
n <_
9 points .
Of course, an infinite variety of concrete examples can be given depending on specific
choices of the enriching species R . In this context, formulas such as (1 .51)-(1 .56) and
those in Table 4 are very useful . This table is taken from Labelle (1992) and gives the
asymmetry index series (polynomial, in fact) of each atomic speciest on n :54 points .
Atomic species are "building blocks" that generate (uniquely and up to isomorphism)
every species via countable sums and finite products . The following paragraphs contain
concrete applications of some of our results for particular choices of the enriching
species R.
3 .1 . ASYMMETRIC ORDINARY TREES AND ROOTED TREES (R=E)
In this case, AR = AE = A (the species of rooted trees) and s/JR =
SE
=
Si
(the species
of trees) and, because of (1.53), Theorem I immediately gives
rA =x, exp1
(-1)
'(rA)n/n),
(3.1 .1)
\~-t
t See Labelle (1985) for the definition of this concept and an explanation of the notations of Table 4
.
n Number of asymmetric
S'
R
-structures Number of asymmetric A R -structures
0 0 0
1 rO rO
2 r1
2
-rl 2rOrl
3
3r1 2
r2+3rlrOl 3r02 r2+6rOr1
2
+3rOrOl
4 4r1
3
r3+12r1 2 r2 2 +12r1 2r11-12rlr2+8rlr001 4r03 r3+36r02 r1r2+12r0 2r11+24r0r1 3
+l2rOr1r01+8rOr001
5 5r14
r4+60r1
3
r2r3+30r1
3
r21+60r1 2 r23 5r04r4+80r0
3
r1r3+60r03r22+30r0
3
r21
+60r1 2
r2r11+15r1 2r02+40r1 2r101 +360r0 2 r1 2r2+120r0
2
rlrlI+60r0 2 r2r01
+60rl r2rOl +30r1 r0001
+15r0
2
r02+40r0
2
r101+120r0r1 4+60rOr1 2 rOl
+60rOr1 rOl +40rOr1 r001 +30r0r0001
6 6r1 5r5+120r1 4r2r4+90r1 4 r3 2 +60r1 4r31 6r0
5
r5+ 150r0
4r1 r4+300rO4r2r3+60r04 r31
+720r1 3 r2 2r3+360r1 3r2r21+180r1 3 r3r11 + 1200r0
3
r1 2
r3 + 1800r0
3 r1r22
+ 540r03r1r21
+90r1 3r12+120r1 3r201+360r1 2 r24 + 540r0 3 r2r 11 + 180r0
3
r01 r3 +90r0 3 r12
+ 360r1 2r22r11 + 360r1 2r2r11 + 240r1 2 r2r101 + 120r0
3
r201 + 3600r02 r1 3 r2 + 1080r02 r1 2
r11
-180r1 2r3+90r1 2r11 2 + 120r1 2r011 +1080r0
2
rl r2rOl +360r0 2r1r11+90r02 r1r02
+180r1 2r1001-360rlr2 2 -180r1ri1 +480r02r1 r101 +240r0
2
r2r001 +180r0
2
rOl rl l
+ 144rlr00001 + 120r02r011 + 180r02r1001 +720rOr1 5
+360rOr1
3r01 +360rOr1 2 rOl +240r0r1 2r001
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Table 3. Coefficients of the asymmetry index series of the species of trees and
rooted trees on n <_ 9 points
( )
	
(1,0,0,1) (3,1,1) (3,1,0,1)
• 0 1 1 -27 -81
45
135
(1)
(0,3) (3,0,0,0,1) (3,0,2)
I 1 -36 0 9 27
81
243
(2) (0,1, 0,1) (2,3) (3, 0, 0, 0, 0,1)
1 2
2 0 -32 -64 -9 -27
(0,1) (0, 0, 2) (2, 1, 0, 1) (2, 2, 1)
-1 0 0 0 8 16
-8 --16
(3) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) (2, 0, 2) (2, 1, 0, 0, 1)
3 9 0 0 16
32 -4 -8
(1,1) (7) (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) (2, 0, 1, 1)
-1 -1
16807
117649 -2 -4 -4 -8
(0,0,1) (5,1) (1,2,1)
(2,0,0,0,0,0,1)
• 0 -625 -3125 -3 --3 2 4
(4) (4,0,1) (1,1,0,0,1) (1,4)
16 64 64 256 --1 --1 -343 -343
(2,1) (3,2)
(1,0,1,1) (1,2,0,1)
-2 -4 -9 -27 -1 -1
1
5 15
(1,0,1) (3,0,0,1)
(1,0,0,0,0,0,1) (1,1,2)
1 1 -9 -27 1 1 -7 -7
(0,2) (2, 1, 1) (0,4) (1, 1, 0, 0, 0,1)
-4 0 -4 -8
-512 0 -1 -1
(0, 0, 0,1) (2, 0, 0, 0,1) (0, 2, 0,1) (1, 0, 1, 0,1)
• 0 2 4 16 0 1 1
(5)
(1,3) (0, 1, 2) (1, 0, 0, 2)
125 625 -25 -25 0 0 -7 -7
(3,1) (1,1,0,1)
(0,1,0,0,0,1) (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
-9 -27 3 3 -2 0 -1 -1
(2, 0,1) (1, 0, 2) (0, 0, 1, 0,1) (0, 3,1)
2 4 7 7 0 0
0 0
(1,2) (1, 0, 0, 0, 0,1) (0, 0, 0, 2) (0, 2, 0, 0,1)
-3 -3
-1 -1 0 0 0 0
(1, 0, 0,1) (0, 2,1) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,1) (0,1,1,1)
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
(0,1,1) (0, 1, 0, 0,1) (9)
(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,1)
• 0 0 0 4782969 43046721 0 0
(0 0 0 0 1) (0,0,1,1) (7,1)
(0,0,3)
• 0 0 0 -117649 -823543 0 0
(6)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,1)
(6, 0,1) (0, 0, 1, 0, 0,1)
1296 7776 0 0 7776 46656 0 0
(4,1) (8) (5,2) (0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
-64 -256 262144 2097152
625 3125 0 0
(3, 0, 1) (6,1) (5, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
9 27 -7776 -46656 -625 -3125 0 0
(2,2)
-4 -8
(5, 0, 1) (4, 1, 1)
625 3125 -256 -1024
(2, 0, 0, 1) (4,2) (4, 0, 0, 0,1)
-2 -4 0 0 64 256
(1, 1, 1) (4,0,0,1) (3,3)
-1 -1 -64 -256 -81 -243
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A(x) =xexp(A(x)-jA(x 2)+3A(x3)- -'A(x °)+ • • ),
(3 .1
.2)
r
sf =rA -z(1A)2- i(rA)2, (3 .1 .3)
,4(x)=A(x)-'-(A(x))2-jA(x2) . (3 .1 .4)
Formulas (3 .1 .2) and (3 .1 .4) are well known (Harary & Palmer, 1973 ; Harary &; Prins,
1959) . Theorems 2 and 3 can be used as follows to obtain interesting explicit formulas
2 3 4
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Table 4. Asymmetry index polynomial of all atomic
species on n :s 4 points
bi'1X432+2X
4
1 4 1 2
4 C4 4x, -4x 2
z l a 1 2
4 E2 'X
2x1 - 2x2
for the general coefficients of the series F A and F : After some computations, (2 .19) can
be rewritten (with R = E) as
coeff,rA =coeff,x, fj (1-xk)e B
k X' 11 ,
( 3 .1 .5)
kat
Bk=
(-1)k/
1
dad , k? 1 .
dlk
(3 .1 .6)
Formulas (2.26) and (2 .27) take similar forms . Isolating the appropriate coefficients of
x;1x22 . . . /aut(a) it is not difficult to arrive at the following result. Let F A =
L.ip
ao.x ;
1x22
. . . /aut(a), and F a ,.x ;1x22 . . . /aut(a). Then for every partition a =
(al, (72,
. .
. ),
a,=ail- '
H (Bkk- kakek k- '),
if 0',00 (a,=0, if a,=0), (3 .1 .7)
k>2
where Bk is given by (3 .1 .6), and
r
aQ/a, if a, 0 0, (3 .1 .8)
a
v -
= -2
1+vz a
+Q+Qe+
•" a
Q2,Qa,Qe,. . .
if 0 = a1 - a3 - a 5 -= (3.1 .9),
0 otherwise . (3 .1 .10)
Table 3 has been made using both MAPLE and DARWIN and gives the coefficients ao
and a, for every a H n <_ 9, using the following format :
where A(x)I Sk = ti(x). For a direct application of (2.20), consider the species of endofunc-
tions End = S(A), where S is the species of permutations. Taking F = S and R = E in
n Species Asymmetry index polynomial
1 X x,
I2 1
2 E,
1
2x, -2x2
I 1
3 E
3 6X13- 2X1X2 + 3X3
I 1X 3 _
3
C3
3X1 3X3
4 E
4 24x1 -4X1X2+3XIX3+8x2 - 4x4
1 4 2 1 1
4 E
4 12X1 4X2 3X1X3+2X4
4
E2°E2
1 4 i 2 12 1
8X1 -4XiX2 -sXZ+4x4
(al , a2, . . .)
The "Newtonian
ao
iteration step" (2 .52) becomes
a,
(3 .1 .11)
(3 .1 .12)
exp(y_ kz , (-1)
k 1
fj(xk )/k) - f(x)
A(x)I52k+2=11(x)+
x
k 1 - k
52k+21-x exp(Zk ,l
(-1) fl(x)/k) I
(2.20), a few computations give
coeff, FEnd=coeffve°'X' .(1-x2)2eS2X2/2 .
11
(1 - Xk)e
0kxk /k ,
k?3
where the numbers 0 k = Ok(Q1 i o-2 , . . . ) are given by (3 .1 .6) . Expanding (3 .1 .13) leads to
coeff, I End=o ' .(6z2-4o 2 B2 2 '+40.2(o
.2-1)O 2
2 )
X 11 (0kk
-
k0k0kk -')
.
	
(,3 .1.14)
k?3
Note that the conventions 0 0 = 1 and 0 . (±oo) = 0 must be taken in (3 .1 .7) and (3 .1 .14) .
3.2 . ASYMMETRIC CYCLIC ROOTED TREES AND ASYMMETRIC PLANE TREES (R :=1+C)
In this case, AR = A l+c coincides with the species A,,,, of cyclic rooted trees and
siR = 41+c
is isomorphic to the species siplane of plane trees (more precisely, trees that
are embedded in a plane) . Using (1 .55 ), (2 .12), (2.14), and the fact that R' = (1 + C )' = C' _
L, one can immediately write down
Ac,,c(x)=x.(1+ y
µ(k)
log(	1	k
))
(3 .2 .1)
k?1 k 1-Ac,,~(x )
Siplane(x)=X . ( 1+
kk l µ
kk)log (1-xy(xk)))
IX2 y2(x) - ix2y(x2), (3
.2 .2)
where
1-J1-4x 1 2n
y(x) _ = y- y"x" = x". (3 .2 .3)
2x n>O n >-o n+l n
The numbers y" are the usual Catalan numbers. We are now in a position to give an
explicit formula for the number a,, of types of asymmetric plane trees on n vertices . Apart
from the trivial cases a o = 0, a, = 1, the value of a", for n > 2, is given by
_	1	(n 1) (2 , ( )
a" 2(n - 1)aj( ,) µ d d
-
21 Y.-1 - ZXeven(n)y(n/2)-I,
3.2.4
where Xeven is the characteristic function of the set of even numbers
. To prove (3.2 .4),
simply substitute in (3 .2 .2) the following power series expansion
1 _ 1+ -,/1-4X 1 2n-1
log
(1-XY(x))
-log(	2	) _ -( x". (3.2.5)
"~, n n
which can be established using differentiationt . Stockemeyer (1971) obtained a formula
equivalent to (3 .2 .2), using entirely different methods . Table 5 gives the value of a" for
each n :s 24 and has been made using (3 .2 .4) and MAPLE. The coefficients of can
be computed explicitly using (2.23)-(2 .27) where
wv =coeffo (1+ y-
µ(k)
log(
1 ))
	
(1-2xQk)
1~
(3
.2.6)
kz1 k 1 - Xk kzl (1-Xk) k
and
bQ =coeff,x l jj
(1 - 2xk)
(3 .2 .7)
kzl0 - xk) a'+'
.
t The coefficients in series (3 .2 .5) were first guessed by the author using MAPLE and Sloane (1963)
.
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(3 .1 .13)
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Table 5. The number of types of
asymmetric plane trees on n :5 24
points
3.3 . ASYMMETRIC PERMUTATION ROOTED TREES (R=S)
When the species S of permutations is taken as the enriching species, the As-structures
are called permutation rooted trees . Because of (1.15), formula (2.11) takes the very compact
form
As(x)-x 1-
S(X2)
~
(3 .3 .1)
1-As(x)
from which one can easily deduce the following recurrence formula for the number a„
of types of asymmetric permutation rooted trees : do = 0, a 1 =1, and, for n ? 1,
an+1 = (alae + a2an_1
+
. . .
+anal) -Xeven(n)an/2
. (3 .3 .2)
Table 6 gives the value of an for each n <_ 24 .
3.4 . PLANE PARAFFIN MOLECULES (R=X+C 4) AND (1-2-3)-TREES (R=X+E2+E3) .
Let C4 denote the species of cyclic permutations of length 4 and take R = X + C4 . In
this case, an .9 R-structure can be interpreted as a (fictive?) plane paraffin molecule . Figure
10 illustrates such a structure; each leaf can be interpreted as a hydrogen atom and each
interior point as a carbon atom .This time, R'= 1 + X' and, because of Table 4, (2.14)
takes the form
sl¢x+c4(x)=xf(x)+axf4(x)_ 4 2xf2(x 2)-zf2(x)_ f(x2),
where
(3.4.1)
f(X) =x(l+f3(x)) . (3 .4 .2)
0
1
2
0
1
0
3 0
4 0
5 1
6 3
7 9
8 28
9 85
10 262
11 827
12 2651
13 8628
14 28507
15 95393
16 322938
17 1104525
18 3812367
19 13266366
20 46504495
21 164098390
22 582521687
23 2079133141
24 7457788295
Table 6. The number of types of
asymmetric permutation rooted
trees on n : 24 points
Another application of Table 4 involves trees in which each node has only 1, 2 or 3
neighbors. Such trees are called (1-2-3)-trees and form a species denoted by d t . . ,3 . This
time, R = X + E2 + E3 , R'= 1 +X+ E2 and we have
Sit . .. 3(W)=x(f(x)+zf2()-1f(x2)+s.f3(x)-zf(x)f(x2)
+3f(x3 )) - zf2(x) -zf(x 2 ),
	
(3
.4.3)
where
f(x)=x(1+f(x)+zf2()-?f(x2)) .
Figure 10. (X + C4 ) - enriched tree (this lives in a plane)
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(3 .4 .4)
0 0
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 3
5 7
6 21
7 61
8 187
9 577
10
1825
11 5831
12 18883
13 61699
14 203429
15 675545
16 2258291
17 7592249
18 25656477
19
87096661
20 296891287
21 1015797379
22 3487272317
23 12008898531
24 41471260883
2 3 8
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3 .5 . ASYMMETRIC TOPOLOGICAL TREES (R = E - E2)-
A topological tree (also called homeomorphically irreducible tree (Harary & Palmer,
1973 ; Harary & Prins 1959) is a tree that has no node of degree 2 . This terminology is
due to the fact that two trees are homeomorphic as topological spaces if and only if their
underlying topological trees are isomorphic as graphs . Figure 11 shows a tree and its
underlying topological tree .
Taking R = E - E2 (the species of sets of cardinality 0 2), the species shop of topological
trees is obviously given by Sitop= .sPE_E2 . Moreover, 4top
can be expressed in terms of
the species .s' and A (of ordinary trees and rooted trees) through the remarkable
combinatorial equation
Syt°p
Si(1+X)+XA(lX)-XE2(A(lX))' (3 .5 .1)
which can be proved as follows: Since R'= (E - X), the species AR - is characterized by
AR' = XR'(A R ') = X• (E (AR') - AR ') . Solving for AR ' gives
1+X
E(AR)=A
(1 X)'
(3.5 .2)
because A is characterized by A=XE(A) . Hence, by (2.4), (2 .5) and (3.5 .2),
E2( AR')
Sitop
= SiR = XR (AR •) + AR  - AR'
=X• E ( A
(1 + X
))-X
R2(A(
1+X
))+E2(A(1+X
))-A2(1
	 X)
=(1+X) . A( lX) +(1-X) .
E2 ( A (1+X)) -A2 (1+X)
-Si
(1
X)+XA(1
X
)-XE2 (A( l X)) . (3 .5 .3)
The enumeration of asymmetric topological trees can be done by taking r to both sides
of equation (3 .5 .1) . This gives the formula
x x2 x x 2
~top() _-r $
(l+x' 1+x2
'
. . .
)+xI'A(I+x' 1+x 2
'
. . .
)
X
x x2 x x2 x°
- 2 rA (1+x' 1+x2'
. .
.)+2rA(1+x2' 1+x
	 a , . . .
Figure 11. A tree and its underlying topological tree
(3 .5
.4)
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3.6 . FAMILIES OF ASYMMETRIC ORIENTED TREE-LIKE STRUCTURES
An arbitrary orientation can be given to every edge of a tree-like structure . Doing so
gives rise, for example, to the species .c1°r and A°` of oriented trees and oriented rooted
trees and, more generally, to their enriched versions s4R and AR . It is not difficult to see
that
A°`= A,, and
2A-r(X)
= A(2X), (3 .6 .1)
where the enriching species is 91 = E 2 (the species of subsets) . Hence, section 2 can be
applied to study asymmetric oriented rooted trees . However, the situation is entirely
different in the case of oriented trees . In fact,
s(l°i 0 sQR for any species R. (3 .6 .2)
To prove (3 .6 .2), suppose that si °r = s'R for some species R and let r, be the number of
R-structures on an arbitrary one-element set . For any set U = {u, v}, of cardinality 2, we
must have 2 = Iso °r[ U]1= jsdlR [ U]j = r; . This is a contradiction since v2 is irrational and
r, must be an integer . Because of (3 .6 .2), one may think that section 2 cannot be applied
to the study of asymmetric oriented trees . It is not the case since Leroux & Miloudi (1992)
have shown that spot and A°r satisfy the combinatorial equation
Aor = for+ (Aor)2 ,
k=2
(3 .6.3)
from which it follows that sad°C can be expressed in terms of A °r :
sB°i=A°r-(A°r)2=F(A°r), where F(X)=X-X 2 . (3.6.4)
We refer the reader to Leroux & Miloudi (1992) for a proof of (3.6 .3) . It is similar to
that of (2.4) and involves a case study that takes into account the center of the tree-like
structures. In fact, the following enriched versions of (3 .6 .1) and (3.6.4) are also valid :
AR=ARx91 and
2AR(X)=AR (2X), (3.6.5)
dR = (dR
y
-
(AR') 2 , where (do
!
') ' = X
dX
s~R= XR(2AR') (3.6.6)
and can be established using similar arguments. Hence, all four series F AR•, AR(x),
and
R
(x) can be computed from the single series rR through the formulas
FA-R01, x2, .
. . ) =
WAR
(2x,, 2x 2 , . .
. ), (3
.6.7)
rssR'(xl, x2,
. . . ) = x,rR(rAR ,(2x, , 2x2, . . . ),rA R ,(2x2, 2x4, . . . ), . . . )
--,rA R,(2x 1 i 2x 2 , . . . ), (3
.6.8)
AR (x) = Zr AR (2x, 2x 2 , 2x 3 , . .
. ), (
3 .6.9)
s¢R(x) = xr R (rAR ,(2x, 2x2 , . . . ), rAR,(2x 2 , 2x4, . . . ), . . . )
- 41 AR,(2x, 2x2 , . . . ) . (3 .6 .10)
In the case of oriented ordinary trees and rooted trees (R = E), these equations, together
with Theorem 2, may be used to compute the series r A', and r,,or : For o l > 0,
coeff, rA
2-l+o,+oz+ . . .O1
1 II (Bkk-kokekk-l), (3
.6.11)
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and
where
For o 1 = 0 :
coeff,, F,, . , = 2
+0
x
. .
.O''
_2
(ekk-ko
.kekk
k=2
0k=
(_1)k/, 'dud
dk
coeff,. I'A c r = coeffP F,. ,r = 0 .
(3 .6.14)
In the enriched situation, the choice R = 1 + C
is particularly interesting . For example,
(3.6
.10)
leads to an explicit formula for the enumeration of asymmetric oriented plane
trees that is similar to (3.2 .4) .
3 .7 . ASYMMETRIC FORESTS OF ORIENTED TREES
(3 .6 .12)
(3.6
.13)
As a final example, consider the species °` of all forests of oriented trees
. We immediately
get, from the Leroux-Miloudi equation (3.6.3),
mor
= E(.-')
= E
(Aor- (A or
) 2) (
3 .7 .1)
Theorem 2 (with R = E 2 and F = E(X -X 2 )) then gives
coeffv I r=coeffo (1-2xk )
exp((20k+(-1)k-')(xk/k)+(-1)kk(xk/k)2) (3.7 .2)
kzl
= fl (w,,
-2kukwk,,k-,),
(3.7 .3)
k~1
where
wk,n =
1(_,)k -1 k)n
.Hn((
	 1) k '+29k
(3
.7 .4)
2J(-1)
k-'k
1
0k is given by (3.6.13) and Hn (t) denotes the nth Hermite polynomial defined by
.0
n
e2`X-
2= Hn (t)X (3 .7 .5)
n=0
nl
Of course, R-enriched versions of this last example are also possible.
I would like to thank Francois Bergeron, Steven Boyer, Jacques Labelle, Pierre Leroux, and the
referees for their useful suggestions
. Special thanks to Guillaume Cartier for his help in the
construction of Tables 1-3 and Helene Dbcoste who drew most of the figures
.
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